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PREFACE
The writer is Assistant Vice President and
Assistant Trust Officer of the American Nat�onal Bank
and Trust Company of Kalamazoo, Kalamazoo, Michigan, and
serves as Investment Officer for the Trust Department.
Recently the Bank established a Balanced Common Trust
Fund which has been in operation for several months.
The experience with the Fund thus far has proved very
satisfactory and many benefits have already been
realized.
While it was recognized that collective investments
for trusts offered many advantages, it seemed desirable
to explore more thoroughly this method of investment for
a deeper understanding of the intricacies involved.

The

proper approach seemed to be first to review the early
history in order to determine the reasons for development
and the problems involved.

The development was then

traced through its various stages, including a thorough
analysis of governmental regulations controlling this
form of investment.

Finally, in order to benefit from

bankers who had actual experience in operating funds,
II

the writer corresponded and talked in person and by
telephone to bankers in New York, Chicago, Detroit and
several of the smaller communities surrounding
Kalamazoo.

The cooperation and helpfulness of the

bankers contacted is genuinely appreciated.

In order to

respect the confidence of these individuals, their
identity will not be revealed in the chapters that
follow.
Certain opinions and conclusions are presented
herein which do not necessarily reflect the policies
of the American National Bank and Trust Company.

It is

hoped, however, that this study will in some way
contribute to the successful management of the property
under the Bank's care.
Floyd L. Parks

Kalamazoo, Michigan
May 1964
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In recent years the policies of many of our
financial institutions have changed to meet the public
demands and the degree of competition.

It ��sn't been

too many years ago when most bankers felt that an
automobile loan should be repaid in 24 months rather
than the 36 month period which is now common.

Some

lenders today are even offering a 42 month repayment
period.

It wasn't too long ago when most banks were

paying 2\% on their savings accounts while the standard
rate now is 3%, with most banks offering an even higher
rate of 4% for funds left on deposit for a full year.
The banks previously limited the maturities of the
municipal bonds they purchased to ten years; however,
within the past three years, partly in an attempt to
offset rising costs and higher interest rates on savings,
they have changed their policy so that they now buy bonds
in the 15 and even 20 year range.

Greater emphasis has

also been placed on mortgages, with more liberal terms

L�

(\

i
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available.

A 20-year loan was the maximum but now some

?anks have terms up to 25 years, and other lending
institutions up to 30 years.
It is sometimes difficult for the layman or a
young person entering the field of finance to understand
why, within a relatively short period of time, the views
of the indu$try leaders should suddenly ch�nge to such a
i,,;·

liberal attitude.

The financial industry ts heavily

regulated and many of the changes have taken place
because the regulations governing the actions permit such
a change.

However, many regulatory changes are brought

about as a result of the initiative of the men within the
industry.

It is with this thought in mind that I have

undertaken a study of the subject of collective invest
ments for bank trust departments.

As in other areas of

the financial world, here too, significant changes have
taken place which will have an effect on an increasing
proportion of those the trust institutions hope to serve.
There is a wealth of information available on the
subject of collective investments for bank trust
departments, but it pertains to specialized areas of
this method of investment.

It is not intended here to

3
develop a manual on how collcccive investment funds are
escablished and operated, but rather the purpose is to
draw attention to the important phases of development,
identify the tools available for trust investment, and
project its place in the industry.

CHAPTER II
ORIGIN OF COLLECTIVE INVESTI1ENT
Historical Background
The trust companies did not enter the field of
collective investments until the late twenties and
then in only a very limited way.

Although the idea

of collective investment had existed for many years
prior to that time, the concept of sharing risks goes
back to .the very beginning of commercial history.

An

early example is the sale of shares in vessels and
merchant caravans by the Egyptians and Phoenicians to
reduce the risk of foreign voyages.

Further development

took place in Continental Europe, Great Britain, and
then finally America.
The earliest formally organized investment company
was established by King William I of the Netherlands in
1822 and was known as the Societe Generale de Belgique.
The original purpose was to enable individuals to invest
in foreign government loans which at that time offered
great security and a tempting return.

4

As the Societe
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grew, it increased its holdings to such an extent that
it gradually became a holding company.

A few other

investment companies were subsequently organized on
Continental Europe but they proved to be of limited
importance, and most of them passed out ·of existence.
Investment company development was retarded in
Continental Europe because of unfavorable economic
conditions, a relatively small degree of wealth, and
existing laws which did not encourage their
operation.

(1)

Conditions in Great Britain were much more
favorable toward the collective investment idea
because of the country's abundance of wealth from its
colonial empire, and its position as a leader of the
industrial revolution.

Great Britain's industrial

leadership brought new prosperity from manufacturing
/

and trade resulting in a greater accumulation of wealth
which was available for investment.

British investment

companies began developing in the 1860's and became
(2)
increasingly popular in the 1870 1 s and 1880's.

(1) C. Russell Doane & Edward J. Hills, Investment
T�usts and Funds, (Great Barrington, Mass. 1960), P.24
(2)

Ibid, P.25

6

American Investment Companies
American investment company development followed
the great success of the British investment companies,
with the first American companies being-organized in
the early 1900's.

This movement was slow at first.

According to the Securities and Exchange Commission,
only 40 investment companies were formed prior to 1921.
From 1921 to 1926 this number increased to 179, with
the major growth taking place during the period 1922-29
3
when an additional 591 companies were organized.( )
The investment company movement gained momentum
in the 1920's, undoubtedly encouraged by the speculative
attitude of the period which led to the formation of
many companies with extremely speculative objectives.
When security prices fell sharply, many companies failed
and it took mariy years to reestablish the basic merit of
the investment company idea in the public mind.

The

first American open end investment companies upon .which
collective investment funds of trust companies were
patterned, were formed in Boston during 1924 and preceded

(3)

Ibid, P.28

7.
the major development of the closed end companies
which took place between 1926 and 1929.

The early

growth of the open end companies was slow since they
were not adaptable to the speculative atmosphere or the
promotion methods of the late twenties. ·securities and
Exchange Commission records indicated that by the end
of 1929 there were only 19 open end companies with
combined assets of $140 million, compared with 550 closed
end companies with more than $4 billion in assets.

The

open end funds from the beginning adopted more conserva
tive practices than most of the closed end companies.
In their early years diversification was stressed and
simple capital structures were used.

Borrowing for

investment purposes was usually avoided.

Shareholders

were given frequent reports concerning operations and
portfolio holdings.

The redemption features served to

keep management alert to the importance of shareholder
( 4)
relations.
\�hen the prices of securities began declining· in
1929, the merits of the methods of open end companies
became more apparent.

The enormous losses to investors

(4) Investment Companies, Arthur Wiesenberger &
Co., (New York 1959), P.103

8

in certain high-leveraged, closed end companies �aused
by top-heavy capital structures did not happen to
holders of open end shares.

Investors saw the market

value of their open end shares shrink drastically,
just as all security prices declined.

Most of the

declines were less severe, however, than the drop in
average stock prices.

No holder of open e�d shares

saw his investment become worthless, and in every
known case dividends were paid throughout the

depression.(S) Among the well-known open end companies
which came through the depression successfully were
Income Investors, Massachusetts Investors Trust and
State Street Investment Corporation.

Some of the better

closed end companies also weathered this period success
fully, and include General American Investors, Lehman
Corporation, Tri-Continental Corporation, and U.S. and
6
Foreign Securities Corporation. ( ) During the 1930 1 s
many new open end investment companies were formed and
patterned after the pre-1929 companies which survived
the worst bear market in history.
(5)

(6)

Ibid, P.104
Ibid, P .16

In the late 1930 1 s

9
the Securities and Exchange Commission conducted a
broad investigation of the investment company
business and found virtually no instances of dishonesty
or management abuses, among the open end companies.
Many of the constructive provisions written into the
Investment Company Act of 1940 were practices that
most mutual funds had followed from the start.

(7)

Ibid, P.104

(7)

CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF COMMON TRUST FUNDS
Early Development Problems
The first fund for collective investment of trust
funds was established by the former Farmers Loan and
Trust Company in 1928.

This fund and some. of its early

successors were not set up for the investment of what
later was to be known as nbona fide" trusts, but they
were rather an attempt by trust companies to furnish an
investment medium to individuals through the form of
investments in trusts.

The early funds were originally

granted relief from taxation as separate entities on the
grounds that they were truly aggregations of separate
trusts which would each be subject to taxation according
to its own circumstances or those of the settlor.

In

1930 the City Bank Farmers Trust Company of New York,
the Guaranty Trust Company of New York, and the Equit
able Trust Company of Wilmington, Delaware set up funds
which were specifically designed for bona fide trusts.
The growth of these funds was restricted though, since
1,0

11
only trusts whose terms specifically authorized this
form of investment were allowed to participate.

Another

hindrance toward their growth developed in 1934 when the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue ruled that.these collective forms of investment were taxable as associations of
persons engaged in the financial business of investing
.

their money together.

(8)

This ruling was ultimately up-

held in 1936 by the Supreme Court of the United States,
in the case of Brooklyn Trust Co. v: Commissioner of

(
Internal Revenue, 9) and by the New York Court of Appeals

in the case of the City Bank Farmers Trust Company Invest· ·
ment Fun d No. 1 . ( lO) These decisions.made 1.t
c 1 ear th at
.

the idea of investing trust funds collectively which was
sound financially, economically and socially, was likely
to founder on the issue of double taxation of the fund
itself and the participating beneficiaries.

(8) George C. Barclay, i:History of Common Trust
Funds", The Trust Bulletin, Jan. 1955, Vol. 34, No. 5,
P.19
(9) Brooklyn Trust Co. v. Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, 56 S.C. 680, 80 F 2nd, 865 (1936.)
(10) City Bank Farmers Trust Co. v: Graves, et. al.
272 N.Y. 1, 3 N.E. (2nd) 612 (1936.)

),.2
The Trust Division of the American Bankers
Association had organized a committee on common trust
funds on October 22, 1934.

This committee worked with

the Treasury Department and the Congress, and as a
result of their efforts this unfavorable tax situation
was remedied by the enactment of an amendment to
Section 169 of the Revenue Act of 1936, which recognized
collective investment as a proper form of fiduciary
service deserving special tax treatment.

This amendment

provided that any common trust fund established in
conformity with the regulations to be promulgated by the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System would
not be taxable as an entity, but that the tax consequences
would flow through to the participating trusts in
proportion to their respective interest in the fund.
After enactment of the Revenue Act of 1936, the staff
of the Board of Governors in cooperation with the Trust
Divisions Committee on Common Trust Funds went to work
on the regulation which the law required.

The result of

their efforts was the adoption of Section 17 of
Regulation F by the Board of Governors, which became

effective on December 31, 1937.
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(11)

Public sentiment toward financial institutions
was not favorable at the time Section 17 of
Regulation F was under consideration.

The·country had

just experienced the worst financial crisis in its
history and the public was anxious for increased
governmental regulation.

An investigation of Stock

Exchange pract{ces had been conducted in 1932 and 1933
by the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency.

Out of

these Hearings came the Securities Act of 1933 for the
purpose of preventing fraud in the issuance of new
securities, and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
This latter Act regulated Stock Exchanges in respect to
the limitation of speculation, the prevention of unfair
practices and the dissemination of information pertaining
to securities traded on the Exchanges.

The administration

of the Act was vested in the Securities and Exchange
Commission which controlled trading in securities and in
the Federal Reserve Board which controlled extension of
(12)
credit in security transactions.

(11)

Barclay,

ER·

cit.

P.20

(12) Birl E. Shultz, The Securities Market and How
It Works, (New York, 1948), P.17

Other legislation of the period caused the
separation of the banking business from the securities
business in accordance with the Banking Act of 1933.
During the 1930-1933 depression the dangers of the
commercial investment banking association became
apparent.

The loss of reputation of investment bankers

in general not only hurt the investment affiliate
companies but also heavy financial losses threatened
the existence of the parent commercial banks.
The failure of the large Bank of the United States
in 1931 was traced directly to its investment affiliate

( 13)
.
.
.
. .
situation.
No one in a position of authority wanted
to do anything which might risk reuniting the investment
and commercial banking activities.

Consequently, the

common trust fund regulations enacted at that time
contained many restrictions and limitations which exist
ed until just recently, when the authority for
supervising trust departments of national banks was
transferred from the Federal Reserve Board to the
Comptroller of the Currency.

The new regulations

contain a nu.rnber of important changes with respect to

( 13) Charles L. Prather, Money and Banking,_
(Homewood, Ill., 1953), P.453
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collective investment.

Although many of the original

restrictions and limitations of Section 17 have been
eliminated, the new regulations are still based on
the original document and will be discussed in
greater detail later.
Section 17 of Regulation F permitted collective
investment whenever the laws of the state in which the
national bank is located authorized or permitted such
investments by state banks, trust companies or other
corporations which compete with national banks.

While

Section 17 applied only to national banks, all trust
companies were obliged to comply with its provisions to
obtain tax benefits.
Regulation F
Regulation F was the authority for regulating trust
powers of national banks and contained 18 sections.
Section 17 of Regulation F was divided into four main
headings.

Paragraph (a) covered the general information;

Paragraph (b) provided for common trust funds for invest
ments of small amounts defined as not exceeding

$1,200;

Paragraph (c) common trust funds for general investment;
and Paragraph (d) common trust ftmds composed principally

15

of mortgages. Of greatest importance are Paragraphs
(14)
(a) and (c) .
Under Paragraph (a) of Section 17, a common trust
fund was defined as "a fund maintained by a. national
bank exclusively for the collective investment and
reinvestment of monies contributed thereto by the bank
in its capacity as trustee, executor, administrator or
guardian . 11

In order to participate in the common trust

fund a trust was required to have a bona fide fiduciary
purpose and could not be used as a means for investing
personal funds under the pretense of such a trust.
Paragraph (a) further provided that participations
would not be negotiable.

Banks administering such funds

were prohibited from advertising the earnings or the
value of the assets. of their funds, and were not permitt
ed to have any financial interest in the fund except in
its capacity as fiduciary.
Paragraph (c) common trust funds for general invest
ment is divided into nine separate sub-sections.

It is

stated that common trust funds will be subject to all
other provisions of the regulation with the exception

(14) Trust Powers of: National Banks, Regulation F,
Section 17, (Washington, D .C. 1951), P. 12-23

16
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of (b), common trust funds for small amounts, and (d),
mortgage funds.
The main provisions specified that in order to
establish such a fun<l, the bank's board of directors
would have to adopt a written plan setting forth all
of the provisions relating to the operation qf the
fund.

The trust investment committee as det�ped under

Regulation F was required to approve all participations
in the Fund.

In addition, the value of the assets was

to be determined at least once every three months and
the Fund had to be audited annually by auditors
responsible only to the board of directors.
The fifth sub-paragraph contained miscellaneous
limitations.

It was originally intended that a common

trust fund was to be used only as a rneans of investing
accounts which were not of sufficient size to be invest
ed independently.

Because of this, a limitation of

$25,000 was set as the maximum amount that could be
invested; however, this was subsequently increased_ to
$50,000 and then to $100,000, until its complete
elimination under the new Regulation 9.
Aside from the dollar limitation, Regulation F

18
specified several percentage limitations.

No trust

could participate in the fund beyond 10% of the total
assets of the fund.

A limitation of 10% was also set

as the rnaximwn that could be invested in any bne
asset, and further, no investment could be made in one
class of security which would cause the total number of
shares held by the fund to exceed 5% of the outstanding
shares. · If a bank administered more than one fund, the
5% limitation applied to the total of both funds.
Since lack of marketability proved to be a signif
icant factor in the difficulties experienced in other
methods of collective investment; Regulation F provided
that at least 40% of the value of the fund's assets
would consist of cash and readily marketable securities,
which were defined as "a security which is a direct
obligation of the United States, or which is the subject
of frequent dealings in ready markets with such frequent
quotations of price as to make (a) the price easily and
definitely ascertainable and (b) the security itself
(15)
easy to realize upon by sale at any time."
The sixth and seventh sub-paragraphs specified that

(15)

Ibid, P.16

19
before a distribution was made from the fund, the
committee had to determine whether any investments
remaining in the fund would be unlawful for any of the
participating trusts if they were being invested at
that time.

In the event that there were· un11wful invest

ments, they would have to be segregated and administered
in a separate fund before any entries or withdrawals
could be made.

As a practical matter, the easiest

procedure to follow in order to avoid the segregation of
assets would be to sell the asset in question before a
valuation date arrived.
The eighth sub-paragraph set forth the fees to which
the bank administering a common trust fund would be
entitled. The charge of a management fee was prohibited
although the ban:< was entitled to charge for reasonable
expenses that would ordinarily be chargeable to the
participating trusts on a separate basis.
The final sub-paragraph relieved the trustee from
any violation of the regulation as a consequence of
mistakes made in good faith, providing corrective action
was taken as soon �s practicable.

20

State Regulations
Even after the passage of Section 17 of Regulation
F, there were obstacles to overcome and the·growth was
slow.

As late as 1941 only eleven states· had enacted

legislation specifically permitting common trust funds.
These included Arizona, Delaware, Indiana, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Minnesota, New Yor:(, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, South Dakota and Vermont.

Three states,

Ohio, Oregon and Tennessee had statutes which could be
interpreted to authorize funds, while the statf2s of
Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Utah were
considering the establishment of enabling Acts.
The form of the statute itself was a formidable
obstacle to overcome, as differences of opinion existed
as to the one that would be most suitable.

Trustmen

thought that the Uniform Common Trust Fund Statute pro
mulgated by the National Conference of Commissioners
on uniform state laws was too simple, while the New York
statute was too complicated and made the cost of
compliance prohibitive.

The Commissioner on Common Trust

Funds of the Trust Division of the American Bankers

2,1
Association thought about preparing a model statute
buc the difference in the state laws made the obstacles
too great.

At that time,

(1941), only Pennsylvania had more

chan one institution wi1ich haa adopted the common trust fund,
and it seemea to be the consensus that Pennsylvania's law
was the happy medium between complexicy and simplic ity,
ana provided a workable method and a useful tool for
.
(16)
administering smaller trust accouncs.

Regulation 9

Much of the banking legislation enacted following the
financial crisis of the late twenties and early thirties
remained in effect until 1963.

In view of changing

conditions, many of the rules and regulations no longer
were appropriate, and trustmen for several years had been
advocating changes which would allow them to provide
better and more efficient services to their clients at a
cost which woulci not be prohibitive to their institutions.
Tt1ese changes were finally corr.pleted by passage of Public
Law 87-772 which was proposed to Congress by the Secretary
of the Treasury Dillon aria signed into law on· Sept. 28, 1963

(16)
"Development of Common Trust Funcis 11
and Estates, April 1941, Vol. 72, No. 4, P.367

,

Trusts
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by President Kennedy.

This legislation transferred the

authority over trust powers of national banks from the
Ferieral Reserve Board w�ic� had governea unaer Regulation F
to the Comptroller of the Currency under Regulation 9, and
(l
became effective as of April 5, 1963. J)_As was the case
when Regulation F became effective in 1937, an advisory
group composed of many of the outstanding leaders in the
trust field assisted the regulatory authorities in revising
the old regulations.
Regulation 9 contains 19 separate sections pertaining
to the fiduciary powers of national banks, with Section 18
covering collective investments.

Common trust funds oper

ated by state banks must also be in conformance with these
regulations to qualify for special tax treatment under
Section 584 of the Internal Revenue Code.

There are three

types of collective investment permitted by the new reg
ulation unaer Sections 9.18(a), 1, 2 and 3.
9.18(a) (1)

These are:

In a common trust fund maintained by

the bank exclusively for the collective investmei:1 t and
(17) James J. Saxon, Regulation 9: 11 Fiduciary
Powers of National Banks and Collective Investment
Funds", The Trust Bulletin, February 1963, Vol. 42,
No. 6, P.8
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reinvestment of monies contributed thereto by the
bank in its capacity as executor, administrator,
guardian or trustee under a will or deed;
9.18(a) (2)

In a fund consisting solely of assets

of retirement, pension, profit-sharing, stock bonus or
other trusts which are exempt from Federal Income
taxation under the Internal Revenue Code;
9.18(a) (3)

In a common trust fund maintained by

the bank exclusively for the collective investment and
reinvestment of monies contributed thereto by the bank
.
(18)
in its capacity as managing agent.

The first type of collective investment fund is the
type originally provided for under Regulation F when it
was put into effect in 1937.

The second has been

commonly known as a "pooled fund" and provides a collective method of investment for employee benefit trusts
exclusively.
The pooled funds were exempt from compliance with
Section 17 of Regulation Fin accordance with the 1955
Amendment to Section lO(c) as stated by the Board in its

(18) Fiduciary Powers of National Banks and
Collective Investment Funds, Regulation 9,
(Washington, D.C. 1963), P.6

24
publication 0£ the Amendment in the Federal Register of
May 14, 1955.

The greatest significance of that

exemption was that these trusts would be free from

ceil-

ing limitations on sums that could be invested by the
(l9)
participating trusts.
The dollar limitation contained
in Regulation F and applied to common trust funds has
been eliminated in Regulation 9, so this is no longer
a consideration.

Ten percent of the fund, as well as

10% of fund limitation on investments in securities of
one issuer has been retained, but neither of these apply
to qualified profit-sharing and pension trusts.

Section

9.18(a) (2) is also intended to include those trusts set
up under the new Smathers-Keogh bill which allows a meth
(20)
od of providing pensions for the self-employed.
The third type of collective investment fund is
entirely new and provides a form of collective investment
for a service which did not previously exist.

At the

(19) Cecil P. Bronston, "Collective Investment
Funds for Employee Benefit Plans", The Trust
Bulletin, April 1957, Vol. 36, No.8, P.49
(20)

Saxon, �- cit. P.12

25
present time there is much ciisagreemen t among trustrnen
over the merits of this service.

There is also a

dispute between the Comptroller of the Currency and the
Securities and Excnange COIT.mission as to which governmental agency should properly regulate this form of
investment.

Up to this time only one institution, First

National City Bank of New York, has established a fund
of this type but because of a number of technicalities

.
(21)
has not yet o f fered the p 1 an to its customers.

The new regulation is decidedly more liberal than
Regulation F.

Several important changes have been made

which simplify the administration of collective investment funds and makes them more useful.

The concept of

"bona fide" fiduciary purpose has been eliminated from
the definitions.

While his view is not share by all

trustmen, Comptroller of the Currency Saxon states that
"no one has ever been able to satisfactorily explain
that term to me."

He goes on to say, "It is obvious

whenever a bank is entrusted with the custody of property
other than deposits, it holds a fiduciary duty of greater or

(21)

Wall Street Journal,

Feb. 26, 1964, P.l

26
lesser oegree to its customers.

It has never made

sense to me why a trust set up for the purpose of
supporting one's children or aged parents has a more
,;bona fide" fiduciary aspect than a trust set up to
support one's self in old age.

The net effect of this

vague term has been to introduce a great amount of
legal and practical uncertainty.

This idea of

dividing otherwise legally established trusts into two
groups,_ depending on the purpose for which the turst is
created, is not followed in any other area of trust law,
to our knowledge, and we have consequently abandoned
(22)
II
it•
Probably the most important change made in the new
regulation is the removal of the dollar limitation of
$100,000 on a single participation.

Under Sub-Section

9.18(b) (9) the limitation of not more than 10% of the
fund per single participation has been retained, as
well as the 10% of the fund limitation on the investment
of securities of one issuer.

The limitation on securit-

ies of one issuer does not apply to direct obligations

(22)

Saxon, op. cit. P.12
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of the United States Government or obligations which
are fully guaranteed by the United States Governrnent
as to interest and principal.

Neither of the percentage

limitations apply to collective investment·funds for
employee benefit trusts under Paragraph· 9.18(a) (2) as
was the case under Regulation F.
Another change 'is the adoption of the entity theory
of COiiliuOn trust funds under Paragraph 9.18(b) (3).

This

means that a trust may properly participate in a common
trust fund without regard to whether an isolated asset
might be held in the fund that a trustee might be reluc
tant to purchase for one reason or another.

Regulation 9

also requires publication of a summary of the annual
financial report as a newspaper 0£ general circulation
once a year as specified in Paragraph 9.18(b) (15).

There

are restrictions to the effect that no reference can be
made to the performance of funds other than those adminis
tered by the bank, and no predictions or representations
can be made as to future results.

The bank is now per

mitted to charge a reasonable fee for the management of
a collective investment fund, provided that the proportion
ate share 0£ the fee payable by each participating trust
shall not exceed that which should have been
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charged if the trust naa not been placed in the corn::non
funci ( 9 .18 (b) (12) .

Under Regulation F the bank was

permitted only to chaq;e the trusts individually,
Section 17(b) (8).
There are also a number of changes concerning the
general operating provisions.

The seven-day requirement

for making computations for valuation of the fund has
been eliminated. There is no longer a restriction on
acquiring more than 5 percent of the outstanding shares
of any class of stock of a single corporation.

Provisions

dealing with mortgages and mortgage funds have been
simplified and final�y, the position of a bank in advanc
ing funds to an individual trust has been clarified.

The

new regulations, Paragraph 9.18(b) (8) (1), specify that
an unsecured advance to an account holding a participation
in the fund shall not constitute an acquisition of an
interest by the bank.

This eliminates some of the

difficulties which previously existed when an account was
(23)
overdrawn by a small amount through an oversight.

(23) Howard C. Judd, "Common Trust Funds - The
Road Ahead", Tne Trust Bulletin, June 1963, Vol. 42,
No. 10, P.29

CHAPTEI"Z

IV

TYPES OF COLLECTIVE B'.VESTbENT FUNDS TODAY
Def in it ions
There are several different forms of collective
investment funds as described by the new Regulation 9,
under the three general classifications of Section
9 .18(a), (1), (2) and (3).

The best known form of

collective investment is the common trust fund, which
has been defined by the Trust Division of the American
Bankers Association 2s:
"a fund established by a corporate trust
institution in which is combined for the
purpose of facilitatin0 investment, money
belonging to various trust accounts in its
care, the participating contributory
interests of said accounts being appropriately evidenced. 11 ( 24)
The American B,mkers Association has also described the
common trust fund as an open ena mutual ievestrnent
restricted to sums held by the bank in its capacity as
trustee, with the basic difference between the two being
that a common trust fund is not subject to Federal income
(24) Common Trust Funds, Third Edition, (The
Trust Division, American Bankers Association,
�ew York 1956), P.12
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taxes and capital gains are retained in the fund.

In

addition, there is no acquisition cost or cowmission
involved, and there are no management fees on the
fund other than those charged to each individual
In contrast to a mutual fund, all of the net
2 )
. participant.
. .
( 5
income must be d.istri.buted to tne
trust.

Regulated investment companies including mutual funds
do receive special tax treatment, however.

The tax

rates are generally the same as for �orporations.

While

the investment companies are not allowed the special
deduction of 85 percent of dividends received, or the
deduction for a net operating loss, as in the case of
corporations, they are allowed instead a deduction for
dividends paid.

Regulated investment companies which

distribute currently at least 90% of their dividend and
interest income, and meet certain other requirements of
the Internal Revenue Code, are not taxed upon amounts
distributed to shareholders.

Similarly, long-term

capital gains that are retained .in the fund are subject
to a maximum tax rate of 25 percent.

If the gains are

distributed, the payment of tax is made by the share-

(25) Introduction to Trust Investment, (The Trust
Division, American Bankers Association, New York, 1961), P 23
.

holder, rather than the mutual fund.

(26)
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The effect of

these provisions is that the majority of mutual funds
pay little or no tax.
Common trust funds 2re further classified as legal
funds, discretionary funds, and specialized or single
purpose funds.

The legal fund is restricted so that

only securities which appear on a legal list approved
by state authority can be purchased in this fund.

This

fund is used only in states ,;-;rhich follow the legal list
statutes.

If the trust instrument gives specific

authorization, the trustee can invest funds in non-legal
investments subject to the broad meaning of the
11

prudent man rule."
A fund which can be invested in non-legal investments

is knmvn as a discretionary fund.

The plan of operation

usually provides for broad investment powers.
The most popular type of fund is the balanced common
trust fund which is invested in both corr.mon stocks and
fi�ed income securities.

Some trustees have been .using

a specialized discretionary fund which can be limited to
one type of security.

In this case, it would be

(26) U .s. Master Tax Guide, Commerce Clearing
House, Inc. 1964, P.102, Para. 88, 91
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cusi::omary :ror the trust institution to have more than
one �und where a participating trust could be investea
partially in a cor;1rnon stock fund anci partially in a
fixed income fun<l.
A collective investment fund for employee benefit
plans is very similar to a corr,mon trust fund, except
that it is a trust established exclusively for the
purpose of pooling investments of inuepencently created
pension and profit-sharing trusts.

Here too, the funds

can be balanced or specialize0, the same as cornmo

trust

funds.
Federal Reserve Board Survey
The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
have conducted eight annual surveys of common trust
funds.

The latest survey appeared in the Federal

Reserve Bulletin of June 1963 and covered the year
(27)
1962.
The survey revealed that interest L� common
crust funds continu2d to expand with an increasing
number of banks operating a greater number of funds.
During the eight years the survey has been conducted,

(27) nsurvey of Common Trust Funds, 1962",
Federal Reserve Bulletin, June 1963, Vol. 49, No. 6,
P.773
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the number of banks operating common trust funas has
increased from 174 institutions to 343, while the
number of funds operated has increased from 222 to
564.

Total assets of common trust funds iricrease,1 from

$1.86 billion in 1955 to $3.577 billion in 1962.

The

unusually small gain in dollar value of total assets
from 1961 to 1962 of only $21 million was attributed to
the decline in value of co:nmon stock holdings, which
was consistent with most common stock indexes.

At

the end of 1962 common stocks represented 56% of the
total holdings, while fixed income securities composed
of bonds, notes, certificates, preferred stocks, real
estate loans and some small miscellaneous holdings made
up 44% of the assets.

Single purpose or specialized

funds continued to gain favor through 1962.

At the end

of the year these funds accounted for 292 of the 564
funds with a v.:::lue of $1.1 billion.
diversified discretionary funds.

There were 234

However, their dollar

value was �wice that of specialized funds at $2. 2
billion.

0£ minor importance were the diversified

legal funds, with 38 reported having a value of
$201 million.

Of the 564 funds in existence, 194 were

under $1 milliono

Seventy-six funds were from $1 million
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to $2 □illion, and 131 were from $2 million to
$5 million.

One hundred fifty-two funds had assets rang

ing from $5 million to $50 million, while ODly eleven funds
were over $50 million.
The Federal Reserve survey found that while common
trust fund activity continueo to expand in all Federal
Reserve districts, common trust holdings continued to be
concentrated in the Northeast, as evidenced by 38% of the
total number of funds, and 52% of the total assets of all
funds being held in Boston, New York and Philadelphia
districts.

Common trust funds are found in 47 states and

the District of Columbia.

Only Alaska has no statutes

authorizing the establishment of common trust funds.

While

Idaho and Hyoming have laws permitting funds, there are
none in existence.
Trust Division, American Bankers
Association Survey
The most recent information on the number of trust
institutions operating collective investment funds was
prepared by the Trust Divisions of the American Bankers
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. .
(28)
A ssociation.

Contrary to the Federal Reserve

Board's report on common trust funds, this report
includes collective investment funds for employee
benefit trusts.
The Trust Division survey shows (See Exhibits I
and II), that there are now 354 institutions operating
a total of 941 funds, as compared with the Federal
Reserve Board report of 343 institutions operating 564
common trust funds.

The Trust Division recorded 622

common trust funds.

It should be safe to presume that

the 58 additional funds resulted either from splitting
existing balanced funds into specialized funds, or
establishing new funds throughout the period.

The

greatest difference between the two reports is the 294
funds for employee benefit plans under Regulation 9 .18(a),
(2).

The pattern of the funds operated by states is much

the same as reported in the Federal Reserve Board survey.
Here again, funds are not operating in Alaska, Idaho
2nd Wyoming.

Pennsylvania, an early leader in the

development of collective investment, has the greatest
number of institutions operating funts, with 52 instit(28) Collective Investment Funds Operated under or
in General Conformity with Regulation 9 of the Comptroller
of the Currenc·y, Compiled by Trust Division, The American
Bankers Association, Feb. 1964

COLLECTIVE INVESTbEJ\T FUl'iDS OPERATED Ul\'.DER OR 11.\ GENER.AL COh

FOFJ.:ITY y ITH REGULA_JION 9 OF TH� COl-lPTROl-,LER OF THE CURREi,CY

Funds Operated U11Jer
Sec. 9.18(a) (2)

Funds Operated Under
Sec. 9. 18 � ( 1)
Balancc.c.l
Funds
Leg. Disc.
85

181

Single-Furp.
Balanced
Funds
Total Funds
CS-FII-� TEBF
Leg. Disc.
luO 11�8

48

622

Single Purpose
Funds
Total
CS
FIL-T TEBF

1 (C) 12(A) 3(A)

c�(A)

8(B) 3(B)

3(B)

294

Funds Oper.
Olher
Unaer
Funds
Sec.9.l§Ja) (3)

None
Reported

25

Tot:a.L No.
of Funlis
Opcratcu

S41

lt't-(C) 115(C) 113(C)
2(D) 9(D)

Reference Notes for 9 .18(a) ( 2)_.funds

/ (IJ)

Abbreviations of Tabl_e Headings
= Common Stocks
CS
=
Disc
Discretionary
FII-T = Fixed-Incom� Investments
TEBF = TaJ�-Exempt Bond Funes

(A) = Fund for Pension Plans; (B) = Fund. for Pro fit-Sharing Plans; (C) = Fund for Pension
& Profit-Sharing Plans Combined; (D) = Fund for Self-En1ployed Retirement Plans
(Exhibit I)

Source:

Trust Division, The American Bankers Association

L,J
0--

Trust Institutions Operating Collective li1vest1t:ent
----�Y States
State
---

Instns.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkausas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delm-)are
District of Col.
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Im,1a

Kansas
Kentucky
Louis i_;:ine
Maine
Harylancl
1,iassachusetts
1'-Jichigan
M.innesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
EXHIBIT II

Source:

Funds

5

10

6.-

10
3

-

3
12
8
10
3
4
11
6
2

-

9
9
1
1
6

1
5
6
16
10
6

2
7
2

-

48

20
27
8
9
21
lG
8

-

29
19
3
2
13
1
16
19
53
26
21
4
25
6

State

lnstns.

Nebraska
Nevac..la
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New 1',exico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Hashington
West Virginia
Wis consin
Hyoming
TOTAL

...........

3
1
Li.
11
2
22
9
2
17
3
L,.

52
2
3
3
8
14

FtrnC:s
--('

✓

2

7
25
5
11SI
17
L�

so

12
9
110
12

0

6

5
13
29
10
9
36
10
5
20

354

9Lfl

L�

18
4
4
9

Trust Division, The American Bankers Association

l,.)
-....;
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et ions operating 110 funus.

Tne State of Kew York

t-12s the greatest nun,ber of functs in operation with 119
anci is second in nurnber of institutions with 22.

The

survey shows tl1e State of Hichi1:S2.11 with 10 institutions
operating 26 funds.
Tne specializeci or single purpose fund operated. as
a com�on trust fund uaQer Section 9.18(a) (1), far
outnumbered the bala-nceci corr:rr.on trust func.

Unaer

single purpose funds there were lb0 used exclusively
:for common stocks, lL'..-8 for taxable fixed income invest
rnent s anct L,8 for non-taxable tixecl income investments
for a total of 35b.

There were 2bo legal ana C1iscretion

ary b2lancec funas.

Balanceci functs operated for employee

benefit trusts unaer Section 9 .18(a) (2) are not as
popular as chose operated for common trust funds.

There

are a total of only 3 7 fun as which are further broken
down into classifications as shown in Exhibit lo

L1

co.:iparison, there are 121 common stock funcis ana 127
tax&ble f ixea

income funds.

No rw.1as \·Jere report ea in

operation under Section 9.13(a) (3).

The 25 other funds

reporced were established £or various purposes, and
included a fund for morcgages, a fund for foreign
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S8curicies, a funa for privace plac8ments, and one
cescribcci as a

11

special situations fund."

At che recent mid-winter Trust Conference 0£ the
Am2ric�n Bankers Association, it was felt that there
wc:.s a scrong trend toward separate funds for equities,
fixeu income securities ana tax-free securities, though
t.1e general feeling was that the historic balanced fund
was still a most useful vehicle for smaller trusts.
Both the Federal Reserve Board and the American Bankers
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Bank Ficiuciary Fund
Another form of collective i:westmenc for trusts
is the bank fictuciary fund which has been established
by two states, New Ycrk and Connecticut.

The purpose of

the bank fiduciary fund is co serve the needs of small
corporate fiduciaries within the state whose size
does not justify the establishment of their own
colleccive investment funds.

This new investment device

(29) "Common Trust Fund Questions Discussed by
Comm ittee 11 , Trusts a:1d Estates, March 1964, Vol. 103,
No. 3, P.274
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,,.,as first auchor ized. by ·che :\ ew York State Legislature
3

'
• 7
-19 _SL,., • ( O)
in .i->_pri�,
•

The secona fLna was patcerned after

New York State's Bank Fiduciary Fund and was established
in accordance wich legislation enacted by the Connecticut

3
G2neral Assei:-cbly in 1957. ( l)

Investment policies of

the New York Fund are formulated by trust officers of
parcicipating banks who serve on the Board 6f Directors,
while the man a gemen t of the fund is entrusted to the
Hanufacturers Hanover Bank, (formerly the Hanover Bank.)
The operation of the fund is similar to a common trust

fund although there is a management fee charged in the
same manner as a mutual fund.

Sponsors of the bank

fiduciary fund say that the fee is reasonable, and prop
ortionately less than those of open enci investment
cor.1panies.

�•/hile several other states have considered

the establishment of bank fiduciary funds, there are no
others in operation at this tir.ie.

(30) Joseph F. Tierney, "New York's Bank Fiduciary
Fund", The Trust Bulletin, October 1955, Vol. 35, No. 2,
P.34
(31) "Connecticut State Bank Fiduciary Fund",
Trusts and Estates, November 1958, Vol. 97, No. 11, P.1056

CHAPTER V

ADV,.-\NTAGES OF COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS
Collective investment funds have been described by
crust men as the single most important tool ever developed
within the industry.

The question of whether a bank

should escablish one or more collective investment funds
involves a number of factors which will have to be considered.

The reasons for a small bank and a large bank to

establish funds will differ significantly.

The concept

of collective investment has gained rapid acceptance
within recent years as the trust business has matured in
areas b�yond the northeastern section of the country where
the nucleus 0£ substantial wealth was originally located.
Trustees are becoming more sales-minded and are beginning
to offer t�eir s2rvices to the growing proportion of
moderately w2althy individuals, who are replacing the
relatively fei;v who have possessed e,:tremely large estates.
The determination a bank will make about collective
invescments will depend upon the existence of a basic need,
2::.ther because the bank presently has a sufficient number
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o 1. nccoun ts ,.-1nici.1 ca:i., utilize Ll.is .f:orm o .i.. inves trnec1 t or
becai..lS c t:ne pres 2.ice of the f unus will be
atcracting new accounts.
be st:2.rtec., a b2,-,k

!71USt

2n

iric ei-1 t ive for

Of course, beiore any i::unds can
have th2 minimum nwT:ber of accounts

to justify tne establislu:ierit of a
require�nents of Regulation 9.

flli1G

ano meet che

In oraer to detern,ine the

ne8u for a collective investnieLt fund, the bank must make
a detailed analysis of tl.1e accounts being administered
to learn how effectively this rnethoo of investment can be
used.

The large city bar,ks have quite naturally been the

leaders in this field, since because of their size it has
beeLJ necessary for then to explore io.eas for more efficient
operations.

If it is aetermiLed tnat the bank should

esi::ablish a funa, the mary acivar tages that will be realized
can be summarized in one statemei,t -- better service to the
customer at a lower cost to the trustee.
Diversification
Diversification of investments is one of the most
import2.nc 20.vantages, anu has lol1g beeri recognized as the
answer £or the invE:strnent of small trusts.

The regulations

lir.,:::...t th2 amount tha;: can be invested i:::1 one asset of a
coc1.::ion trust fund to 10;� of enc total fund; however most
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trustees follow tbe principle of investing not more
than 5% in any one asset.

It would be difficult to

properly diversify a trust of $25,000 or $50,000 in a
sufficient number of issues, to say nothing of a $3,000
Through the medium of collective investment, the

trust.

trust can participate in from 30 to 100 different issues
of securities and share in a much greater cross-section
of industry than if the trust was invested on an
individual basis.
Stability of Income
Wide diversification of investments also results in
better balanced income since income derived from many
sources tends to be more stable than just a few sources
in the event of economic difficulties.

The greater

dependability of income makes the common trust fund
well suited to the requirements of most trust beneficiar
ies.

Moreover, with a large trust it is usually possible

to keep a greater percentage of capital continuously
invested and producing income.

Collective investment

funds, because they are large, are able to keep their
assets closely invested, giving the beneficiaries the
added advantage of this most effective income-producing
factor.

If a $50,000 trust had $500 of uninvested cash,

it would probably remain uninvested because of its
relatively small size.
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On the other hand, $1 million

collective investment fund having the same percentage of
cash amounting to $10,000 would not remain uninvested
because the opportunities for investing this larger sum
of money would be much more favorable.
Investment Opportunities
Most bonds are not offered in denominations of less
than $1,000, and a block of five $1,000 bonds is consid
ered an odd lot by investment dealers.

Consequently, the

probability of a better return on the purchase of a
larger block of bonds is much better than on a small
block.

Accordingly, common stocks that are purchased for

a collective fund would more likely be purchased in round
lots than in odd lots, thus saving the one-eighth to
.

.

.

one-fourth differential depending on the price of the
stocks."

Trustees are not in a position to purchase some

of the higher priced stocks.

IBM, for example, has had

an outstanding record of growth over the years and has long
been a favorite of institutional investors.

Because this

stock sells at several hundred dollars per share, it has
not been used too frequently for the smaller trusts, since

there is a natural reluctance to hold only two or three
shares in an account.
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Trustees are more inclined to buy
Thus in a

stocks of this category in larger trusts.

collective fund beneficiaries can participate in securities
that otherwise would not be purchased.

Collective funds

are also able to participate in privately placed loans
to corporations having top credit ratings Jnd offering
./

I

yields of one-half to three-fourths of a Piercent better
than comparable corporate bonds sold in the open market.
These investments ar� usually unavailable to individual
trusts, since a minimum participation of $100,000 is
required.
Investment Supervision
The trustee can give closer and more continuous
supervision to a collective fund than he can to all of the
participating trusts on an individual basis.

According to

Regulation 9, trusts are required to be reviewed at least
once during each fifteen-month period.

If there were fifty

trusts invested individually, they would probably hold
anywhere from ten to twenty different assets each.

This

means that during the course of the year, fifty different
reviews would have to be prepared showing the description
of each asset, its cost basis and its current market value.
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Assuming that the fifty accounts held an average of fifteen
assets, there wouid be 750 computations required in pricing
the assets, compared to probably less than 100 in a
collective fund.

The use of a collective fund permits

more time to be devoted to the level where. policy is estab
lished and decisions are carried out.

When 1 investment

con�itions require a change in the·portfolios, the
transaction can be completed in one operation rather than
the multiple operations necessary for separate trusts.
Also, as money becomes available for investment in individ
ually invested trusts, each account would have to be
reviewed to select a security that would be appropriate for
each portfolio.

If the accounts were all included in the

fund, individual security selections would not be necessary •.
The number of consultations with co-trustees are also
reduced since after the initial approval by the co-trustees
it is not necessary to prepare elaborate letters explaining
the recommendations for each security transaction.
Operational Procedures
In addition to the improved supervision of investments
of collective funds, there can be a tremendous saving in
the cost of the mechanical operations of each trust.

Aside

from the simplified procedure of individual reviews, there

would be a savings of time in the execution of purchase
and sale orders.
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The number of bookkeeping entries would

be reduced and the amount of vault space used for safe
guarding the securities could be minimized.

For example,

suppose money was available for investment in twenty
different accounts.

After the accounts were reviewed and

a security w�s selected, this would require;, assuming one
stock for each account, that twenty different buy orders
would have to be entered·.
entries·would be made.

A like number 0£ bookkeeping

Transmittal instructions would

have to be given to the broker for each of the orders.
. Twenty different stock certificates would be delivered by
the broker and each of them would be deposited in a separate
account folder in the bank's vault for safekeeping.

During

the course of the year quarterly entries would have to be
made for the dividends received, which would amount to
eighty entries for the twenty accounts.

When this illustra

tion is magnified by the total number of assets held in
the trust accounts, it can be seen that the volume of
mechanical- operations can reach sizable proportions.
Moreover, considerable time would be needed to audit the
individual records and assets.

On the other hand, if

each of the twenty accounts was invested in a collective
fund, a time-consuming review of the trusts would not be

. .:·.,

necessary.

The only action to be taken would be to

approve the new entries in the fund.
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On the valuation

date the new admissions would be deposited.

The assets

of the fund would be reviewed, and a decision to buy one
security with the collective deposits might be made, thus
requiring the execution of only one order.

Accordingly,

if a decision was reached to sell a security for investment
reasons, the sale in a fund could be completed in one
step; however, using the same illustration, it would
require the execution of 20 different orders.

This means

that 20 different certificates would have to be removed
from the vault and endorsed.

A like number of transmittal

letters would have to be prepared and delivered to the
broker.in exchange for the proceeds of the sales, which
have to be recorded on the books of each account�
New Business Opportunities
The use of collective investment funds has also
proven to be a decisive factor in securing new business
since it permits the banks to solicit accounts in which
it otherwise would not be interested.

It is an excellent

method for the investment of new pension and profit-sharing
accounts which will grow in size over the years with the

addition of the employers' annual contributions.

It can

be useful in attracting small trusts for people who might
at some time be in a position to add to the trusts, or
give the b�nk additional business, such as naming the bank
as executor of their estate.

---

--
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CHAPTER VI
LIMITATIONS OF COLLECTIVE INVES'IMENT FUNDS
While the merits of collective investment are
becoming more widely accepted, this form of investment
is not the answer for all trust companies.

A survey

conducted by Charles F. Zukoski in 1958 revealed a
number of objections.

Many have undoubtedly been over

come, but those mentioned are still representative of
how some trustmen feel today.

Prominent among the

answers received by the survey from over 100 trust
institutions was the problem of size.

No institution

should be persuaded to install a common trust fund unless
there is adequate size to justify it.

Total assets are

not as important asthe character of the investments held
by the individual trust and. the powers of investment
contained in the trust instruments.

However, it was felt

that after trust assets reach as much as $5 million to
$10 million, the possibility of establishing a common
trust fund deserves a careful analysis.
The answers received by Zukoski revealed that some
trustmen were just reluctant to make a change.
50

Others
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were opposed to the difficult procedures that might be
involved.

Some discovered opposition among their

uninformed senior bank officials.

Some trustmen had not

found time to undertake the study.

Some feared that it

might be an expensive operation requiring additional
administrative help.

There are those who were not

convinced that operating economies would result.
did not feel their staff was adequate.
hensive over the outlook for securities.

Others

Some were appre
Some argued that

small accounts were not profitable so why improve the
machinery to handle them.

A few banks said a majority

of their accounts were large, and small ones were put
into investment company shares.

Some of the institutions

liked mortgages but were concerned over the possibilities
of default, as specified under the old Regulation F.

Some

of the institutions expressed a continuing feeling against
commingling trust funds which.followed the depression of
the thirties.

One said that there had been some customer

criticism of how other banks had administered common
trust funds.

Some believed that it was better to analyze

the requirements of such a trust and tailor an investment
program for it.

There were also objections relative to
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the capital gains provisions and their effect on the
(32)
participants of common trust funds.
While many of the objections were recognized
as valid,
'
it was poin�ed out that there had been a stropg precedent
for the establishment of common trust funds, ;and it was
concluded th�t the objections were outweighed by the
advantages.

Nevertheless, these limitations should be

considered further. There are some accounts which should
not participate in a collective investment fund for any
one of a number of reasons.

Since the new regulations

governing collective investments do not contain as many
restrictions, the investment of trust assets in a fund
becomes a matter of policy for each institution administer. ing a fund.
Size of Account
One of the first questions to be answered is, "What
size account will be admitted?"

The development of common

trust funds was based on the need for investing efficiently
the very small accounts.

Now however, there is no dollar.

(32) Charles F. Zukoski, Jr. "The Common Trust Fund
in the South", The Trust Bulletin, June 1958, Vol. 37,
No. 10, P .23
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limitation on size and the only restriction is that no
account can have an interest greater than 10% of the
total assets of the ·fund.

The experience of many

trustees is that the accounts they have been.putting in
are becoming progressively larger.
size is relative.

They recognize that

What seemed like a large account ten

or twenty years ago, today does not seem as big.

The

former limitation of $100,000 still serves as a guide
line however, and it is felt that a fund of this size can
be given proper and adequate diversification.
Duration of Account
Trust assets are invested in collective funds, with
long-term investment objectives in mind, and should be
considered reasonably permanent.

The definition of "long

term" will vary for different accounts, but a ten-year
period is thought to be reasonable by many trustees.
Exceptions should be made where, due to account circum
stances, it seems advisable to admit a trust terminating in
a shorter period.
considered.

There are two extremes which will be

The first is a small guardianship account for

a minor who will reach majority sometime near the end of
the arbitrary ten-year period.

The probability of periodic.
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withdrawals for a minor's support, plus the uncertainty
of the level of the market at ·the time the assets are
to be distributed, suggests that a more prudent invest
ment would be government obligations rather than a
collective fund.

Of course, if there was no expectation

of using the funds prior to termination of the guardian
anip, the collective fund could be entirely appropriate.
The other situation involves the elderly beneficiary
whose trust will terminate upon death.

Correspondence

with a New York City banker revealed that when they
established their first COIIllilOn trust fund they were
reluctant to invest funds where the beneficiary was well
along in years, on the theory that the common trust fund
was being invested from a long-term point of view whereas
trusts with aged beneficiaries would be with them only
a very short time.

As a result of their experience they

now feel that trusts of this. type may be with them for
some period of time.

Consequently, they are willing

to invest in a coIIllilon trust flllld without any hesitation
when the beneficiaries are in their seventies.

Further

more, they feel that participation in a common trust fund
provides a simple way to close out such trusts on the
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death of the beneficiary.
Tax Considerations
There are three tax situations of concern to
trusts participating in a fund.

The first is a possible

capital gain tax on the sale of securities to convert to
cash for investment in the fund.

The secoqd is that

accounts will be subjected to capital gains tax while
they are in the fund.

The third is that there will be

a capital gains tax on units of participation withdrawn
from the fund.
According to a Treasury Department ruling as report
ed in Public Debt Bulletin No. 21 of March 6, 1945,
only cash, Series G bonds or certain other Government
obligations which have since matured, can be admitted
(33)
to a common trust fund.
Consequently, unless an
account consists entirely of cash or Series G bonds, it
will be necessary to sell the securities held, thus
subjecting the trust to a possible capital gains tax.
Since the majority of trusts entering a fund are small,
the tax is usually comparatively small.

However, in

accounts where this tax could prove substantial, it
(33) "Transfer to Fund of United States Bonds",
Federal.Reserve Bulletin, May 1951, Vol. 37, No.S, P.510
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can be minimized by staggering the entry period over
two or three taxable years.
There is no tax problem with respect to income
because the entire income earnings of the fund are
regularly determined and distributed to participants on
each valuation date, thereby keeping the income tax
liability on a current basis.

However, the situation is

different with capital gains. The Internal Revenue Code
provides for taxing all gains on the sale of assets held
in the fund on the basis of their cost to the fund,
rather than on the basis of value of the asset at the
several times the participating trusts purchased their
units.

The effect of this procedure is the taxing of

paper profits so far as participants are concerned, since
there has been no �iquidation of their participating
units.

The American Bankers Association has considered

the sponsorship of an amendment to correct this inequity,
but has taken no action on it.

In order to minimize this

difficulty, trustees have spaced sales in such a manner
as to offset gains with losses, and to prevent gains
substantially in excess of exemptions .from being taxable
34
to trusts in any particular fiscal period.< )
(34)

·zukoski, op. cit. P. 61

. .

1 ,,

·

..

5.7

Another problem, aside from taxing paper profit,
concerns accrual of capital gains tax liability in the
fund until sold and the cost basis applied to securities
affecting participants, irrespective of date of entrance
in the fund.

The problem arises from the fa.ct that all

or part of a gain on a security has been accrued prior
to the participation of a particular trust/.

In effect,

that trust is purchasing a future tax liability for
which it will never be compensated.

For example, a stock

purchased in the fund at an original cost of 40 might
be valued at 80 upon the admission of a new participant.
Assuming a later sale at 78, the participating trust has
suffered a loss of two points as to its unit price
applied to that stock; nevertheless, it is proportionately
taxable with all other participants on a realized capital
gain of 38 points.<

35)

The inequity of this is apparent

and further magnified when a. trust wholly invested in the
common trust fund must liquidate units to pay its tax
liability.

On auch involuntary liquidation still·

further taxable gains may result if units are redeemed
for more than cost.

The consequence would not be too

(35) Common Trust Funds, Third Edition, ( The
Trust Division, American Bankers Association, New York
1956), p. 74

. -
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bad, however, since it would usually involve an
irrevocable trust, would be the only item of earnings
in the trust taxable to the trust, and probably would
be covered by the trustee's income tax exemption.

In

the case of revocable trusts where such ·capital gains
are taxable to the recipients of other income, there
is a more serious problem.

Higher income tax brackets

with less exemptions are represented, and the trustee
is given cause to hesitate in making rules which would
result in gains for fear of consequences, even though
the contemplated sales are dictated by prudent
investment judgment at the time.

When gains are

taken, the changes should be made before a valuation
in order that new trusts coming into the fund would not
be liable for these realized gains.

Regulation 9 permits

distributions to withdrawing participants either "in

cash or ratably in kind ... (

36)

At times, especially when

a trust terminates, 'it would be desirable to distribute
in kind but this method is usually impracticable sinc1e
it would have to include a portion of every security
held.

The alternative is to operate on a cash basis.

(36)

Regulation 9, Section 9.18(b) (6), P.7

. •· .

--�

This requires the sale of securities with their tax
consequences to the extent that withdrawals exceed
new admissions to the fund.

The possibility of this

forced liquidation of securities could not_only

create a tax liability for the other participants as
discussed earlier, but also will subject the withdraw
ing participant to a gain or loss, depending on the
cost basis of the redeemed units.
Timing for Establishment of Fund
Once a trust institution has determined the need
for a collective fund, the question of when to start it
is difficult to answer.

There has been a reluctance to

establish a new fund during periods of high markets
because of a greater possibility of a decline in the
value of the fund.

To postpone action on the basis that

market may be too high, though, is itself a speculation
that the market is going lower,

In addition, since the

basic principle of trust investment is diversification,
the improvement resulting in a common trust fund should
be an important protection against the possibility of
a declining market. Furthermore, the opinions ohe
trustees have about the level of the market and its
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direction can be controlled by the proportion of types
(37)
of securities chosen for the portfolios.
This problem
was discussed with several different bankers and they all
admitted that it had been a concern at the time their
first fund was established.

The consensus of opinion was

that the best time to start a fund was when it was needed,
regardless of the level of the market.

The fund should

not be considered as a short-term investment and when
given a reasonable period of time for operation, the
results in most funds have proved quite satisfactory.
Unfavorable Publicity
The decline in the value of a fund can create some
unfavorable situations.

Market fluctuations of common

trust funds are more noticeable to beneficiaries,
since there is only one unit to watch rather than a
variety of individual security prices.

Experience has

proven, however, that it is not too great a concern.
Proper education of both the trust personnel and the
bank's clients is the key to satisfactory relationships

(37) "When to Start a Conunon Trust Fund", Trusts
and Estates, October 1950, Vol. 89, No. 10, P. 633
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when cqnfronted with depressed values of the fund.
The loss of good will on the reduction in value of a
collective investment fund presents the same situation
the trustee is. faced with in an individua1·acco\.ll1t.
Furthermore, it is probable that because·of the fund's greater diversification compared with an individual
account, the decline would be minimized.

It should

also be recognized that when unit values are depressed,
all participants are not affected in the same manner
since unit costs will vary with each participant.
Moreover, when fl.ll1d values are down it is quite likely
that the general security indexes will also be down.
If these conditions are satisfactorily explained to the
bank's clients, there will likely be no adverse reactions. ·
Limited Flexibility
The inclusion of a trust in a fund lin1its the degree
of individual planning or tailoring to the needs of the
specific account.

There was a time when everyone was

urged to start a diversified fund rather than any other
type, and that accounts for the large number of
diversified funds created and still in existence.

As

.)

�

. ·::

. . ·,
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trustees have gained experience with collective invest
ments, they have found that circumstances vary and
beneficiaries have differing needs which cannot be
satisfied properly with a single fund.

It.is impossible

to achieve proper results for more than a few trusts
through the use of a balanced fl.IDd.

The beneficiaries

may have high income requirements or they may be
interested more in capital appreciation.

They may be

concerned with a greater degree of stability, or they
may have outside income which places them in a tax
bracket where it is beneficial for them to receive
tax-free income.

The investment objective of an older

person dependent upon income received from a trust will
differ from that of a child for whom the income is
being accumulated for reinvestment.
Accordingly, the investment objectives of pension
and profit-sharing trusts will differ.

The profit

sharing trust in most cases should be more aggressive,
while the pension fund should be more conservative and
higher-yielding. The problem of an account with high
income requirements which cannot obtain a sufficient
yield from the common trust fund can be solved by with-
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holding a portion of the trust and investing it in a
higher-yielding mortgage.

In order to supplement income

it would be possible to put $40,000 of a $50,000 trust
in the fund and buy a $10,000 6% mortgage �ith the
balance.

This will provide a high rate _of income, plus

some principal, which could be used or accumulated
for reinvestment in the fund.
Specialized Funds
Other varying beneficiary needs, however, cannot be
solved so simply when invested in a balanced common trust
fund.

The answer to the lack of flexibility problem is

to establish specific funds so that every account can be
serviced according to its needs.

The concept of using

two or more common trust funds to provide different types
of pooled investment media goes back to the early 1940's.
St. Louis Union Trust Company established a common
trust fund in 1942 to be devoted primarily to investments
in common stocks.

In 1945 Connecticut National Bank

of Bridgeport added a second fund which, under ideal
(38)
conditions could be invested 100% in equities.
The use· of specialized funds enables the trustee

(38) "Why Dual Common Trust Funds?", Trusts and
Estates, December 1959, Vol. 98, No. 12, P.1207

to clearly define the investment objectives for
each trust.

They allow the trustee greater flexibility

and permit the change of investment portion of accounts
as circumstances of beneficiaries change, while still
maintaining overall balance and diversification.
There are several disadvantages of balanced funds
that can be overcome with specialized funds.

One

situation involves a trust previously having a satisfact
ory ratio in stocks and bonds. If reinvested in a
balanced .fund, that .ratio may be upset, whereas in dual
funds it could be invested in the same desired propor
tion.

Another disadvantage of a balanced fund is that

earlier participants can be penalized through the use
of a fixed ratio for bonds and stocks.
Balanced funds are often operated as a formula
investment program with perhaps 50% in equities and 50%.
in fixed income.

While this is not an undesirable

practice, it tends to reduce sharply capital gain
possibilities in a rising market.

The reduction of

capital gain possibilities probably would not occur in
individual trusts, since capital gains ·would be cut back
only once near a market top at the time the account was
reviewed, rather than on each quarterly valuation date
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all the way up.on a market rise.

The balanced fund,

however, does have the advantage that losses on bonds
can be offset by profits on stocks and bond proceeds
may be reinvested in higher-yielding bonds ·with
improved income and reduction in capital gains liabil
ity.

However, it may take the sale of a substantial

amount of bonds to provide losses to offset the sale

of just one common stock.<39)

The operation of specialized funds does present
some disadvantages.
cost of operation.

Host prominent is the increased
With the operation of two funds,

bookkeeping costs will nearly double as there will be
twice as many monthly or quarterly distributions •.
Furthermore, monthly entry and withdrawal dates may
be more desirable than quarterly dates since a three
months waiting before making a desired bond stock ratio
adjustment could prove costly and embarrassing.

Other

costs such as auditing fees and preparation of tax
returns will increase.

The administrative duties·are

also increased since the portfolio balancing is trans
ferred to the participating trusts and reviewing

(39)

Ibid, P.1208
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officers will find it necessary to adjust the bond
stock ratio for individual accounts.

In contrast this

was previously done automatically through the operation
In a rising stock market or

of the diversified fund.

where the bond fund has been used to meet necessary cash
requirements, it will be necessary to l�quidate units
of one fund for reinvestment in the other.

The use of

specialized funds increases the number of consultations
with co-trustees.

Since the market fluctuations of dual

funds are more pronounced than they would be in a
combined fund, it is possible that more time will be
required with explanations to beneficiaries.

There might

be an undesirable degree of pressure by the co-trustee
or beneficiary to over-emphasize the equity fund over
the bond fund which the trustee would not experience
with the _balanced fund.

In a declining bond market,

the bond fund could show losses for prolonged periods of
time, and any losses taken would be irretrievable unless
discount issues were used.

Realized losses, howeve
- r,

would be passed on to the participants and could be used
to offset realized gains from the stock fund, or become
a part of the account's capital loss carry-over and used
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accordingly.

Some concern has also been expressed that

the reinvestment problem would be severe in the event
that a situation developed where common stocks should be
sold.

This problem would be no more severe for accounts

participating in an equity fund than it.would be for
4
. depen dent 1y investe
.
accounts in
d, however.
.
( 0) Bon d ·fun ds
do offer many advantages, but a substantial change-in
interest rates will slow up the operation of a bond fund.
There is a point at which the fund must be ignored for
new admissions except for investment of small odd sums.
Very little can be done to raise the yield on a bond fund
of substantial size which is compounded because

of the

reduced level of net additions to the fund.
While the establishment of specialized funds does
offset the economies experienced with a single fund,
the answer will be found depending on whether management
thinks it is more important to operate as economically
as possible, or whether the accounts should be given the
service they are entitled to; providing of course; that
there are a sufficient number of accounts to justify

(40) Edward A. Weed, "Should We Split Our Common
Trust Fund?", The Trust Bulletin, May 1961, Vol. 40, No. 9,
P.31

this service.

Based on the experience of those who have
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established dual funds, it has been felt that the addit
ional expense has been small in relation to the advant
ages, and that the over-all administrative _work has not
been increased.

One trustee felt that statistical proof

of savings was impossible.

Using his example, he felt

that the average small trust individually would have at
least 10 asset items involving perhaps 30 income entries
a year. With dual funds, the asset items will be reduced
to 2 and the income entries to 8.

Multiplied by several

hundred the reductions are substantial.

The review of

two asset items of well-known characteristics identical
in each account is little more burdensome to committee
members than relating a single fund investment to the
account situation, and the savings in investment committee
time may be greater because of the larger number of trusts
that can be admitted to participation in a dual set-up.
Whether the assets of the funds themselves are held in a
single fund or two separate funds will not greatly affect
the work of appraisal collection and review.

The sl�ght

additional work of operating two funds is of a clerical
4l
nature and lends itself to mechanical handling. ( ) Other
(41)

Trusts an� Estates, Dec. 1959, op cit. P.1208

,.
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trustees felt that the increased amount of paperwork and
cost was very small, particularly when compared with
trusts handled on an individual basis.

It was further

pointed out that the same plan could be used for both
funds, both annual reports could be put in one booklet,
both funds could be covered in the same committee minutes, and the same internal forms could be used.

It is

true that specialized funds will show a greater degree
of fluctuation.

However, some do not share the view

that fluctuations of common stock should be hidden in
the stock portion of a balanced fund.

A cirop in the

stock market produces a greater drop in the unit of an
equity fund than of a balanced fund, but the equity
fund also reflects increases to a greater degree.

Most

clients realize that stocks fluctuate in value and it
is very likely that the major stock indexes will have
experienced fluctuation consistent with the change in
value of the equity fund.

(42)

Ibid, P.1244

(42)

CHAPTr.;R VII
ADVERTIS ING

Regulatory Restrictions
The subject of advertising for collective invest
me1..t funds deserves special attention since restrictions
which have created disagreement among trustmen have
been contained in both the old and new regulations
governing the publicity for this form of investment.
Regulation 9 provides that a financial report will be
prepared at least once during each twelve-month period.
The following excerpt from Regulation 9 covers the
publicity provisions:
" The financial report may include a description
of the fund is value on previous dates, as well
as its income and disbursements during previous
accounting periods. The report shall make no
reference to the performance of funds other
than those administered by the bank and no
predictions or representations as to future
results.
A copy of the financial report shall be furnish
ed, or notice shall be given that a copy of
such report is available and will be furnished
without charge upon request� to each person
to whom a regular periodic accounting would
ordinarily be rendered with respect to each
participating account. The report, in such
70

?l
Excerpt from Regulation 9

(Continued)

summarized form as prescribed by the Comptroller
of the Curret1cy, shall be published in a newspaper
of general circulation in the place where the
principal office of the bank is located. In
addition, a full report shall be furnished upon
request to any person, and the fact of the avail
ability of such material may be given publicity
solely in connection with the promotion of the
fiduciary services of the bank. Except as
herein provided, the bank shall not advertise
or publicize its collective investment fund(s).
The cost of printing, publication and
distribution of the report shall be borne by
the bank." (43)
While the wording of Regulation 9 as it relates
to publicity has been changed from the wording of
Regulation F, the intent of the restrictions is the
same with two important exceptions:

The Trust Divis

ion's Committee on Common Trust Funds at the
invitation of the Comptroller of the Currency recommended that provision for newspaper publication should be
(44)
A number of bank
permissive rather than mandatory.
and trust companies feel that the mandatory publicity
requirements may create some unfortunate experien.ces.

(43)
(iv), P.7

Regulation 9, Section 9.18(s), (iii),

(44) Howard C. Judd, "Common Trust Funds - The
Road Ahead", The Trust Bulletin, June 1963, Vol. 42,
No. 10, P.27
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The Committee on Common T:cust Funds at the recent Mid
Winter Trust Conference said that the mandatory require
ment was undesirable, both as being unfair to the banks
to subject them to the cost of printing copies for
strangers to the fund, and as making possible
comparisons of performance based on bare figures and
without knowledge oi' the reasons for a particular
investment policy .and performance.<

45
)

The second

change in Regulation 9 was the elimination of the
term

11

bona fide fiduciary purpose", which is frequently

referred to in connection with publicity.
It is evident, however, that there is still some
reluctance on the part of many trustmen.

They feel that

they should continue to adhere to the high ethical
standards which they have followed in the past and
should not aggressively promote the service to the
extent that it would be misrepresented.

This attitude

was stated in an official expression of policy by the
Executive Committee, Trust Division of the American
Bankers Association adopted on February 5, 1945 as
follows:
(45) "Common Trust Fund Questions Discussed
by Committee 11 , Trusts and Estates, March 1964, Vol. 103,
No. 31, P.274

7.3
WHAT THE PUBLIC SHOULD BE TOLD
ABOUT COMMON TRUST FUNDS BY
INSTITUTIONS OPERATING SUCH FUNDS
"Foreward:
"This statement of policy has been formulated
because the number of states in which common
trust funds may be established is constantly
increasing, as is the number of such funds ·which
are actually being established, making it advisable
for trust institutions maintaining common trust
funds to conform to a general standard of practice
in presenting such funds to their customers and
prospective customers.
.ARTICLE I.
It is appropriate for a trust institution to
advertise that it maintains and operates a common
trust fund and to outline its uses and advantages,
particularly in view of the fact that the public
knows little of them. In all advertisements it
should be made clear that the use of the fund is
limited to bona fide trusts administered by the
trust institution.
ARTICLE II.
A trust institution maintaining a common trust fund
should so phrase its advertising that the public
will not be encouraged to make comparisons between
the results obtained by different trust institutions,
particularly with respect to unit values and income
yields, since such emphasis by competing trust
institutions might tend to result in a less
conservative investment management of such funds.
A common trust fund should be offered only as a
facility for rendering trust service. 11 (46)

(46) Trust Principles and Policies, (The Trust
Division, American Bankers Association, New York, 1950, P.16
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Interpretation•of Regulations
The past regulation and statement of policy has
been subject to considerable interpretation as to
meaning and intent, and the new regulation is already
raising questions.

Much of the earlier ambiguity

centered around the term "bona fide fiduciary purpose."
The Board of Governors expressed an opinion on this
subject concerning the advertising of common trust
funds and the solicitation through such advertising of
revocable trusts.

The Board placed considerable

reliance upon the individual institutions to exercise
sound judgment in determining the true nature of a
revocable trust.

This true nature depended not only on

the provisions of the trust instrument, but in consider
able measure upon other facts and circumstances relating
to the creation and use of the particular trust.

They

felt that the use of a common trust fund by individuals
primarily seeking investment management of their funds
should be avoided.

They further indicated that advertis

ing which failed to make clear that a common trust fund
was solely a facility for investment or estate building
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purposes would be consistent with the applicable
(4 )
,
7
restrictions on publicity of sue h funos.
In discussing the bona fide fiduciary purpose, the
American Bankers Association in their Common Trust Fund
Handbook points out that the common trust fund is an
excellent competitive asset for trust instruments,
enabling them to attract smaller estates and trusts to
their management.

By use of the common trust fund, it

is possible to handle trusts from $50,000 to $100,000
at a satisfactory profit.

They caution, however, that

the corporate trustee must restrict its new business
effort for potential participations in the common trust
fund to accounts having a definite fiduciary character,
and must never regard itself as a competitor of
..

exc 1 usive
media.
l y investment
.
.

( 48)

The intent of the regulations is c1ear.

While the

new regulations are more liberal, there is every indica
tion, based on the attitudes of trustmen, that the spirit of
the old regulations will be followed for some time.

The old

(47) "Common Trust Funcis - Advertising", Federal
Reserve Bulletin, March 19 56, Vol. 42, No. 3, P.228
(48) Common Trust Funds, Third Edition, (The Trust
Division, American Bankers Association, New York 1956), P.20

regulations did not restrict advertising, but they
wanted to assure adherence to sound policies of trustee
ship.

Such funds should be distinguished from investment

company or mutual fund operations and avoid competition.
based on limited performance records.

In fact, in

order to properly serve its community, it should be the
duty of any properly qualified bank to bring to the
attention of its customers and community an understanding
of how its service can be helpful to those in need of
building, protecting and gaining best usage of their
estates and trusteed savings.

There has never been an

objection to publishing the total assets, number of
accounts or investment composition of such funds, but an
annual report designed to advertise unit values or income
yields has been prohibited.

This does not prohibit

inspection upon request by interested parties to a trust.
It has been felt that such information can also be shown
to trust prospects or their representatives as long as the
data is not published.
The restriction on publicity of unit values or
income yields has been prohibited on the basis that
comparisons may be misleading, and may also encourage a
competition for capital gains or over-reaching for income.

7.6
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The differences in investment policies of various
banks and the time of starting the fund or the date of
participation of trust accounts make comparions between
fund values and yields difficult.

Furthermore, yields to

individual accounts vary with the date of participation
or entry.
Any publicity or solicitation concerned with common
funds should emphasize the services or use of a trust and
not the fund itself.

The fund is simply a method by

which certain advantages are made available to trusteeship
accounts that are otherwise too small or expensive to
administer to mutual benefit.

The functions of trusteeship

are to preserve, not to create wealth.

However, today

preservation of purchasing power as well as of dollar
value has become a desirable objective.

Since there are

no "gains certain" media of investment, the balancing of
dollar security with diversified calculated risk of equity
security has become generally recognized as prudent and
protective where needs and obligations are not attainable
with fixed dollars.

The common trust fund should never

be advertised as a means of assuring capital gains
(49)
or increasing the principal value.
(49) "Common Trust Fund Publicity", Trusts and
Estates, December 1954, Vol. 93, No. 12, P.1074
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, CONCLUSIONS
While the potential trust market has expanded sig
nificantly in recent years, it still remains a limited
market where services are sold to a select group of
prospects on an individual basis through personal con
tact.

Circumstances will vary, depending on the nature

of the economic area served by a particular bank, but
in most cases collective investment funds will not be
promoted through media of general circulation such as
newspapers �nd magazines.

Brochures available for

direct mailing or for use when calling on a prospective
client would seem to be the most appropriate form of
advertising.

Since stockholders of a bank are also

potential users of trust services, it would be advisable
to include some information on collective investment funds
in the annual report.
From the foregoing restrictions that were discussed,
it appears that the following ideas should be avoided
when using any form of advertising.
fund should not be publicized.
should not be stressed.

The earnings of the

The yield of unit value

The performance of the fund

should not be compared with another fund.

The impression

should not be created that the bank is offering units
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of a common trust fund or that if a person establishes a
trust the funds will be invested in a common trust fund.
Finally, it should not be implied that other panks are at
a disadvantage by not having a common trust fund.
This is what can be done when advertising to the
public, to eligible beneficiaries, co-trustees and lawyers.
The uses and functions should be stressed such as better
investment diversification, greater protection of princip
al, and stability of income, increased efficiency of
operation and greater economy in administration.

When ad

vertising collective investment funds, emphasis should be
placed upon the benefits of trusts, such as protection for
dependents, building an estate, providing for childrens'
education, old age retirement, helping charities, relief
from burdens of managing property, and conservation of
estates by taking advantage of existing tax laws.

Trusts

should be advertised as a medium for protecting property
and making it productive with a collective investment
fund used as a method flor spreading the risks through
(50)
diversification.

(50) "New Business Aspects of Common Funds Advertising", Trusts and Estates, November 1952, Vol. 91,
No. 11, P . 8 60

CHAPTER VEII
INVESTMENT :MANAGE11ENT
Investment policies for collective inve�tment
funds should be similar to those appropriate for
the participating trusts.

Trustees agree that the

proper approach toward the preservation of principal
and the production of income is through an appropriate
balance in investment portfolios between equity
securities and fixed income securities, in line with
the particular requirements and policies of individual
accounts.

Bonds or other fixed income securities are

generally looked upon as being the major income
producers, while common stocks are purchased primarily
for appreciation.

The ratio between these two types

of securities will depend upon the individual bank's
attitude for the economic outlook.

The investment

objectives for collective funds will be determined by
the policies of the individual institutions and will
depend to a degree upon the number of funds in
operation.
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As we have seen, the multiple fund approach
toward separate funds for equities and fixed income
securities is becoming more widely accepted.

The

elimination of the dollar restriction of Regulation F
has especially encouraged the establishment of
municipal bond funds.

While this strong trend exists,

the committee on common trust funds at the 1964 Mid
Winter Trust Conference generally felt that the historic
balanced fund was still a most useful vehicle for
smaller trusts.

The extensive use of more than two

specialized funds at this time seems to be limited
primarily to the large city banks.
Objectives and Policies
In an effort to determine various approaches toward
management of collective investment funds, the subject of
investment objectives was discussed with several differ
ent bankers whose institutions were operating one or more
f un d s. (511) One city banker described their balanced common

trust fund as primarily emphasizing income rather than
capital appreciation.

Their investment policy was to keep

(SL) In order to respect the confidence of the
individuals interviewed, neither they or their
institutions will be identified. Likewise, the source
of annual reports for collective investment funds
referred to in following pages will not be identified.

8.1

stocks at 50% to 60% of the total fund.

The fund is

now ten years old and when it was started the stock
ratio was 40%, but through appreciation had increased
to 60%.

At the time of the interview the average

return on stocks was about 3%, while the return on
long-term corporate bonds was about 4.4%.

Their

projection for the year to come was a return of 3.75
on their fund.

With respect to their bond portfolio,

they tried to space their maturities equally for each
five-year period up to thirty years, so that they would
realize an average return as interest rates fluctuated
and proceeds from maturities were available for reinvest
ment.

Depending on their outlook for interest rates,

they might put greater emphasis on the long or short end
of the maturity schedule.

Their bond purchases were

restricted to obligations rated "A" or better by Moody's,
and Standard and Poor's.

In purchasing bonds they did not

buy discount issues, but tried to get current income.
They looked at the coupon on the bond rather than the
yield basis since the income beneficiary shares only in
the coupon.

They tried to purchase their bonds as close

to par as possible because of the resulting principal
loss as premiums reduce through the life of the bonds.

8,2

Appreciation of common stocks was used to offset
bond premiums rather than using any discounts to
offset the premiums.
It is not customary to amortize bond premiums in
common trust funds because of the nature of valuing
the interest of participants.

It is required that

individual trusts desiring to participate in a fund
shall purchase a share on the basis of the then market
value of the securities owned by the fund.

Likewise,

it is required that participating trusts which leave
the fund be paid out on the basis of the then market
value of the securities covered by the fund.

Thus if

a bond had been bought at 105 in the fund and has been
amortized to 101 but is selling at 102, a trust
purchasing a participation in the fund must purchase
its share in this fund at 102 and a trust withdrawing
from the fund must sell to the fund its share in this
bond at 102.

Therefore, a carrying value of 101 for the

bond is meaningless. (5 z)

The composition of the bond portion of the fund
was most heavily represented by utility issues and
included railway equipment trust certificates for the
(52) Common Trust Funds, Third Edition, (The
Trust Division, American Bankers Association,
New York 1956), P.51
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shorter maturities.

Both government obligations and

8,4

It was

securities of government agencies were used.

recognized that the yield obtainable on similarly
rated finance company obligations were better than
those of utility or industrial issues.

However, because

of the heavier debt structure of those companies, use
of this type of obligation was limited to 10% of the
total fund.
Their view toward the stock portion of the fund was
to maintain a balance between the higher-priced, lower
yielding stocks and the lower multiple higher-priced
stocks.

The higher multiple stocks admittedly

offered greater potential for capital appreciation and
for that reason are priced accordingly.

They also,

however, are more volatile and are subject to much great
er price fluctuations which could work to the disadvantage
of individual participants if their units were withdrawn
at a time when prices were down.

At the time of this

study, higher-priced stocks yield from 1% to 2%, while
the lower-priced stocks yield closer to 4%.

The net

effect of these combinations is to obtain a yield on
stocks of about 3%.
An interview with another banker revealed that
their policy was to buy almost entirely stocks of the

higher-yielding variety.

The effect of this policy was

to produce a yield of almost 4% for the year based on
the unit valuation at the end of the year, October 31,
19 63.
This policy has some merit and could particularly
be favored by the income beneficiary who does not share
in any principal distributions from his individual trust.
This idea was discussed in an interview with another
banker.

While it was agreed that it had some merit, a

review of the individual securities held in the fund
raised the question that some were of dubious quality.
The stocks were priced accordingly, thus resulting in a
higher yield.

It was also pointed out that even though

the purchase of higher multiple stocks necessitated a
current low rate of return, these were the securities
that were most likely to appreciate in value and
eventually increase their dividend payout.

Even if the

income beneficiary had no interest in the principal of
his trust, a participant in a fund has a long-term invest
ment outlook and will eventually share in the increased
distributions.
It has been primarily the larger banks which have
pioneered the use of specialized funds.

The Fidelity

Trust Company of Pittsburgh, which started its common
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stock fund in 1952, explained their policy by saying
that they have used a list of about 50 issues which they
consider to be the most desirable, aggressive type of
common stock�

They have made a conscious effort to keep

out the so-called ''conservative:' or ndefensive:• type of
common stocks such as utilities and bank and insurance
stocks.

They have also made a conscious effort to avoid

investment too heavily in the low-yield growth type stocks.
They believe that the fund should provide a yield in keeping with the various industrial stock averages but expect
53)
it to be subject to wide fluctuations in value.<
The

policies of other common stock funds have not been quite
as aggressive.

Howard C. Judd of Morgan Guaranty Trust

Company described their common stock fund as neither a so
called capital appreciation fund or an income fund.

What

they have tried to do is achieve an appropriate balance
between the two extremes.

(54)

The New England Merchants

National Bank of Boston has two common stock funds which
were explained by the late Joseph H. Wolf.

The first is

(53) Paul D. Remington, 11 Multiple Common Trust
Funds", Trusts and Estates, April 1957, Vol. 96, No. 4,
P. 354
(54) Howard C. Judd, "Common Trust Funds - The
Road Ahead", The Trust Bulletin, June 1963, Vol. 42, No. 10,
P.59

a fund composed of common stocks selected with the
objectivity of balancing reasonable current income rates
with potential for long-term increase in value.

The

second is a fund comprised of corrnnon stocks-selected with
emphasis on long-term potential increase.in value while
.
(55)
subordinating considerations as to current income.

Dangers of Growth Funds
The dangers of the common stock funds which are
invested exclusively in the growth stocks are illustrated
by an examination of the historical records of a fund of
of this type called the "special fund" - and comparison
with a-more conservative stock fund.

The following unit

values were obtained from the annual reports of the
trustee:
Unit Values
Stock Fund
August 1, 1961
January 31, 1962
July 31, 1962
January 31, 1963
July 31, 1963

$ 10.000
10.002
8.509
9.786
10.261

Special Fund
$ 10.000
9.891
7.032
8.057
8.387

(55) Joseph H. Wolf, 11 Wider Horizons for Corrnnon
Trust Funds", The Trust Bulletin, November 1962, Vol. 42, ·
No. 3, P.69
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These funds are used exclusively for employee
benefit trusts in conjunction with a third fixed
income fund.

The objective of the stock fund is stated

as invested in good quality common stocks of companies
with above average prospects of steady increases in
earnings and dividends.

The anticipation is moderate

current income plus moderate long-term growth of
principal and income.

The purpose of investing in

units of this fund is to participate in the future
growth of these companies and the economy in general.
They caution that it should be recognized that the
market value of the stocks, and hence the unit value of
the fund, can be expected to fluctuate with the short
term fluctuations of the stock market.
The special fund is also invested in common stocks
and is intended to supplement the stock fund.

The

percentage of individual trust assets invested in this
fund depends on the nature of the trust and attitude of
the employees' advisory committee regarding investment
policy and objectives.

The investment objective of

this fund is long-term growth and appreciation of
capital.

This fund is invested in faster growing

companies whose earnings are expected to increase substan-
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tially over a period of years.

Because of the nature

of the stocks held and their higher price-earnings
ratio, they say it can be expected that the market
value of the stocks and the unit value of the fund will
fluctuate more widely �han the market in general.
At the last valuation date, the special fund unit
value was $8.387 down from its original value of $10.00,
whereas the common stock fund was valued at $10.261 up
from an original value of $10.00.

In other words, over

this period the growth fund had done nothing but lose
money, while.the stock fund has shown some appreciation.
It is true that all participants did not enter the
special fund at $10.00 unit price.

Some entered on

July 31, 1962 at $7.032 and are consequently showing a
gain rather than a loss.

It is also true that no trust

is invested 100% in the special fund, and that the
objectives are long-term, while the period examined is
short-term.

Nevertheless, the historical record is

meaningful.

A performance such as this can provoke

questions regarding the investment ability of the
trustee.
The degree of specialization can be carried to
extremes.

It has already been suggested in visualizing

,8 9
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the future that funds could be operated for each of
the basic industries such as one for public utilities,
oils, bank stocks and so forth.

The large city banks

have sufficient assets under their administration to
justify the establishment of specialized stock funds
if they choose.
however,

For the majority of country banks,

a common stock fund with better balanced

securities seems more appropriate.
Fixed Income Funds
The funds which are proving to be the most benefic
ial are the bond funds, both corporate and municipal.
One Chicago banker with whom these funds were discussed
felt that there would eventually be no reason for any
of their accounts to own a corporate or municipal bond
when they could participate in a fixed income fund.

He

said that they were excluding the fixed income portion
of accounts that were of sufficient size to be invested
individually.

Another banker said that many of their

customers had ideas about common stocks and liked to
hear the trustee's reasons for favoring one over
another.

The customers did not have this same interest

with bonds, however, and they seemed to be very satisfied

to have their account invested in a fund.

Howard C.

Judd of Morgan Guaranty felt the operation of their
municipal bond fund has been very successful.

It has

been in operation for only two years and is already
their second largest fund.

Their experience was that

they had eliminated 2,778 separate holdings from the
individual participating trusts.

As of their last

valuation date, the fund itself held only 137 separate
issues so they have had a net reduction of 2,641
separate holdings.

Moreover, they feel that with a

much broader portfolio and a better spacing of
maturities, future income and capital values should be
(
better maintained.
.
.

56)

Another banker interviewed said

they were obtaining a better yield on their taxable
fixed income fund than they could by investing accounts
individually by using mortgages in their portfolio.
Formerly, trustees were reluctant to use mortgages in
their funds because of the necessity of segregating
defaulted mortgages.

Payments on individual mortgages

are not made with the same regularity that interest
payments are made on corporate and government obligations

(56)

Judd, op. cit. P.30

9,1

and dividends paid on stock.

Very oiten a mortgage
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paymenc will be received several days late, and the mort
gage is considered in default until the receipt of the
payment.

If this takes place over a valuation date no new

entries can be admitted to the fund unless the mortgage is
segregated in a separate fund.

The alternative to segre

gation was to sell the mortgage before the valuation
date, but since mortgages have limited marketability there
was not a feasible solution.

Consequently, to avoid com

plications trustees refrained from using this type of
(57)
security in their funds.
Now under Regulation 9 the
segregation of defaulted mortgages has been made optional.
Alternatives are now possible, such as setting up a
reserve to which defaulted interest may be charged, or the
bank can purchase the mortgage in cases where the cost of
segregation would be greater than the loss •to the trust
incurred by the disposition of the asset.

Despite the

simplified procedures for handling mortgages, their use
is not favored by all.

One banker objected to their use

in a fund because of the mandatory requirement of

(57) Albert W. Whittlesey, "Liquidity in Common
Trust Funds", Trusts and Estates, August i942, Vol. 75,
No. 1, P.167

Q3
publishing the assets of the fund and the confidential
nature of local mortgages.

It was felt, however, that

FHA mortgages purchased from another locality would
overcome this objection.
Performance of Funds
Because of the publicity restrictions, it is
difficult to obtain sufficient information to make a
judgment on the success of the trustee's policies in
reaching their investment objectives. The annual
reports of nine different balanced funds revealed
little in the nature of the past record of the fund's
performance.

Only two of the reports examined

listed a valuation amount for preceding years.

In all

of the reports studied several included comments on the
increased income to the beneficiaries.
The following are representative of the comments:
"We are pleased to report an increase in the
income distributed per unit for the tenth
consecutive year. Income paid to particip
ating trusts during the past year amounted
to $1.46 a unit representing a yield of
3.87 at market on October 31, 1963."

"The purpose of this fund is to prov1.ae the
participating trusts with broad investment
diversification and an income return
consistent with conservative investment
policy. In the year just ended, income
distributions amounted to $.0550 per unit
compared with $.0538 the previous year. The
principal unit value on January 31, 1963 was
$1,70546. Based upon these results, the
current rate of return is 3.22%. The rate of
return to each trust depends, of course, upon
the cost of its units and the annual income
distribution.
Income beneficiaries will be happy to note that
income distributions per unit for the tenth
year of operation amounted to $.548974 as
compared to $.543279 for the prior year. The
audited statements and schedules herewith
presented furnish the details of administration
of the fund during the year. "
"For the tenth successive year, there was an
increase in income distributed per unit. The
unit distribution in 1962 was approximately
54.5 cents as compared with approximately
52.5 cents a year earlier."
Two of the annual reports contained indirect comments
about the increase in unit value of the funds:
"On November 1, 1949 the fund was inaugurated
with the investment of $3,113,000 by 173 trust
accounts in units of an initial value of $100
each. The fund has grown during the thirteen
year period and by October 31, 1962 had an
aggregate market value of $22,603,451.67, with
572 trusts participating. It will be noted
that the value of the units is now $161.91.
We are happy to announce that the earnings per
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"unit have again increased and for the fiscal
year which ended October 31, 1962, the
distribution totaled $6.3775. This compares
with $6.16 for the fiscal year which ended
October 31, 1961."
"The fund was commenced on August 1, 1950 with
the investment of $681,130 by 27 fiduciary
accounts in units of an initial value of
$10.00 each. On July 31, 1963 there were
293 participants and the aggregate market
value of the fund was $19,117,014.31.
In formulating an investment policy for the
fund, it has been our desire to obtain a fair
income return for beneficiaries of participating
accounts with due regard at the same time for
preservation of the principal of the fund.
Income earnings of $. 655770 per unit were
distributed to participants in the fund
during the fiscal year covered by this
report and the capital value of each unit at the
end of the year was $19.0259."
The other reports made no comment in their message
to the beneficiaries and co-trustees about the amount
of income distributed compared with previous years or
the change in asset value.
The difficulty of comparison of investment perform
ance is illustrated in the following exhibit.

The unit

values are shown as of the end of the fiscal year as
reported in the annual report of each fund.

Except in

a few cases, the original unit value was not given, but
it can be presumed that the unit value at the inception
of the fund was in multiples of either $1, $10 or $100,

9,5
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which is consistent with operating procedures of the
funds:
"Fiscal
Year

Years of
Operation

10-31-63
10-31-63
10-31-63
10-31-62
11-30-62
1-31-64
7-31-62
7-31-62
10-31-63

11
11
1,3
10
18
12
11
11
(*)

Orig.
Unit
Value

$10
10
10
100
10
1
10
100
(*) 24.52

Latest
Unit
Ratio

$

Stock%

15.83
14.58
15.85
161. 91
14.83
1.80
19.02
139.53
37.77

Fixed
Income
and
Cash%

51
64
43
62
64
63
69
64
49

As stated in annual report.

No valid comparison of the funds can be made
one with another.

However, it seems that the results

achieved by the trustees have been satisfactory and that
over a period of years a reasonable degree of apprecia
tion has been attained.

While the level of the security

market on the various dates affects not only the unit
value but also the percentage in stocks, it is interest
ing to note the apparent differences in the philosophy
of the various trustees as reflected in their individual
proportions of stocks and bonds.

It should be kept in

mind that these are all balanced funds and essentially
for the same purpose.

It appears that each trustee will

49
36
57
38
36
37
31
36
51
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have to defend his own philosophy and performance
against other forms of investment competition such
as mutual funds.
Collective investment funds have been considered
an answer to the competition from mutual funds, although
the funds should not be considered as competitive
with mutual funds, either in intent or purpose, due
to the divergence of their basic punposes.

It should

not be the intent of any trustee to compare the results
of a stock fund setving the general investing public.
This attitude goes back to the period when the first
regulations governing collective investments were
established for the purpose of restraining what might
develop into speculative policies, in an attempt to be
competitive with other forms of investment.

A prohib

ition against comparison has existed both in the
regulations and in the opinions of trustmen to some
degree ever since.

Some trustmen feel that mutual fund

and trust institutions are competing for the same type
of account.

An officer of one of the larger mutual

funds stated that the average investment was consider
accepted as a minimum
ably less than what is commonly
_

satisfactory size for a trust account.

On the other

9B
hand, a booklet prepared by the Investment Company
Institute suggests that investment company shares can
be useful to banks in the management of trust accounts.
They state that it is well-known that small accounts
have frequently been unrewarding to bank trust depart
ments, particularly the smaller departments because
of the time and expense involved in setting up and
managing numerous small portfolios.

They go on to say

that trust officers are understandably reluctant to
turn away any clients, especially those who may do
business with other departments of the bank.

Through

the use. of investment shares and, where necessary,
appropriate trust instruments, banks can solve this
problem and also simplify tax and estate matters to
(53)
the satisfaction of all concerned.
Furthermore, "Investment Companies", published
by Arthur Wiesenberger & Co., which is considered
perhaps the most comprehensive and authoritative source
on the subject of investment companies, contains several

(58) Investment Companies - An Aid to Bankers,
(Investment Company Institute, New York, 1961.)
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sections on various phases of estate planning,
including the advantages of living trusts.
11

They say:

The suitability and desirability in any
individual circumstances of one or more of
the types of trusts briefly described
in this chapter are the most important
considerations. But in those cases where
full investigation of all pertinent facts
indicates an affirmative answer, investment
company shares may �ake practicable a program
which could otherwise be difficult, if not
impossible, to carry out. 11 (59)

The suggestion from both of the foregoing
illustrations is that investment company shares are
suitable primarily for the very small accounts and
the very small trust departments.

Indeed, the shares

have been used in both instances.

However, the

examples used in the Wiesenberger summary include
asset figures of a size that any trustee would not
only be willing to accept, but actually solicit.

In

another section entitled "Why Large Investors Use
Investment Companies", they say that trustees are
recognizing the favorable investment attributes of
many investment company securities, and their
acceptance as trust investments is steadily increasing.
They say that a sharp increase in fiduciary holdings of

(59) Investment Companies, Arthur Wiesenberger
& Co. , (New York 19 6 2) , P . 7 0

investment companies reflects several developments
of the recent past.

First was the widespread

acceptance of common stocks as appropriate, prudent
and necessary trust instrwnents.

Another was the

need for diversification and continuous professional
supervision for trust accounts.

Many trustees,

however, hesitated to use investment company shares
lest they be accused of delegating their investment
powers.

They say this question has been settled in

twenty-five states where legislative enactments
or court decisions now specifically permit fiduciaries
to invest in Lnvestment company securities, in some
cases, with certain limitations.

Furthermore, the

shares are a proper investment if the trust instrument
(60)
.
grants the trustee discretion to so invest.
At this point then, investment companies are
encouraging the use of their shares as trust investments,
but trustmen are opposed to making any comparisons to
substantiate their position.

W. Howard T. Snyder in an

article entitled ''Measurement of Trustees' Investment
Performance" recognizes this as a problem.
(60)

Ibid, P.78, 79

He points
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101
out that vigorous growtn has been shown by other media
of investment which compete daily for crust departments'
new business.

The mutual funds, he says, have grown from

a minor segr.1ent 0£ the A neric2.n economy to a giant indus try that has an important influence on national security
markets and the financial economy.

Trust institution

planners frequently are obliged to demonstrate the advant
ages of trust investing over �utual fund investment, and
so to answer claims of competing investment media a work
able means of investment performance measurement is needed.
The comparison of mutual funds and collective invest�ent
funds does present a di.cficult problem.

Mutual funds vary

greatly in their investment aims, and even more so in the
composition of the assets in their portfolio.

Many are

concentrated in assets or a single type - chemical equit
ies, electronic equities, growth equities and other spec
ialized funds.

If the balanced mutual funds are used for

comparison to a trust, there are the distortions caused by
management fees and the impact of income and capital gains
distributions in cash or shares.

Furthermore, the balanced

mutual funds are very often balanced in proportions that

differ from the common trust funds.

( 61)

1'02

Conclusions
Trustees have a conm,on responsibility -to their
beneficiaries, but the approach they take co discharging
their obligacions and satisfying their objectives will
differ.

Several ideas toward management of collective

trust funds have been presented.

The results of the

programs decided upon will not be uniformly satisfactory,
but each individual trust institution is best in a
position to judge the circumstances of the particular
situation and justi�y these actions.

As new and differ

ent approaches to investment are originated by the more
aggressive institutions, they will be examined and used
if considered to be appropriate as they have been in the
past.

Certainly, a different philosophy has been adopted

by trustees since the end of World War II when they first
started purchasing common stocks in volume for their
portfolios, in order to guard against the dangers of
inflation.

(61) 1J. Howard T. Snyder, '?Measurement of Trustee's
Investment Performance, 11 The Trust Bulletin, November 196'.3,
Vol. 43, No. 3, P.44

This marked a notable departure from what formerly
was considered prudent investing.

The use of

collective funds itself is a significant development.
Ideas for even more specialized funds have been
suggested.

Experiments for portfolio management,

with the assistance of computers, are being conducted
by the computer manufacturers and several banks
currently.

Differences of opinion will continue,

but new ideas will be developed which will benefit
:both trustees and those they serve.
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are presently in e££ecc have allowed trustees more freedom
in their operation, but still adequately protect the
interests of the public.
The original concepc of colleccive investment was to
provide a means of investment for only those crusts which
were coo small to be invested independently.

Wich the

elimination of dollar restrictions on the amount of money
that can be invested the use of funds has been expanded to
areas which originally were not served.

The principal

advantages of collective investment - diversification,
stability of income and investment opportunities - can be
made available to accounts of all sizes and there is a
trend toward including larger accounts.

\✓l-1ile limitations

do exist, they can be avoided or overcome ch.rough proper
knowledge of collective investments and a thorough under
standing of the account circumstances of the various
trusts considered for investment therein.
The extent of use for individual institutions will
depend on the complexity of their investment problems.
It is felt that a single balanced fund may provide the
best answer for a small trust department having sufficient
size to justify the establishment of a fund.

As the size

increases and more accounts are included, or if greater
flexibility is desired, specialized funds £or common
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stocks and fixeci income could be employed to provide
t

better service for new and existing accoints.

Ii

assets are of sufficient size, the trust instiLution
might consider operating the specialized funds in
conjunction with the balanced fund.

However,' by use of

appropriate racios Lhe specialized funds can serve the
Sallie purpose as one balanced fund for those accounts
which would normally be invested in a balanced fund.

As

the number of funds increase, the cost of operation will
rise.

After the desired level of flexibility is attained

it does not seem advisable to open multiple funds unless
assets administered are of substantial size.

Probably

only the very large banks should consider the use of more
cian two funds, hue size is relative and only the
Llanagement of each individual bank can determine their best
course of action after proper study of the factors involved.
At the present time, banKs can serve the financial
needs of the public by providing them a place to deposit
their reserve funus in some form of savings accounts.
When a customer's assets reach rather sizeable proportions
he can turn to his bank's trust department for supervision
of his property.

But there is a void in the services the

bank can offer its customers who have accumulated $10,000
or $20,000 beyond their immediate needs.

They may prefer

to h1 v2st chc:SE: surplus funus in sor;ieti.1ing ot�1e::r chan a
savings account.
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Ti:1e solution to ti1is problem is the

collective investment funds �or a�ency relacionships as
perr,.ii:ted uncier Section 9. 18 (3) o.E Regulation 9.

The

dispute between the Comptroller 0£ the Currency and the
Securicies Exchange: Cornriiission has postponed the
escablishment and operation o.c these funds, but if past
history can serve as a guide, this obstacle will most
certainly be overcome.

Bills iave been introduced in

Congress already, which if passea, will resolve this conflict.
;,(Lile it is Ear from becoming a reality, we can
visualize that the complete investment problem o.E a trust
Jepartffient can be satisfied through the use of several
0if£erent collective funds for varying investment
objectives in the same manner chat the bank invescs
depositors' funds in loans and discounts, United States
Gov12rnment securities and 1aunicipal obligations.

The

succsss of individual funds depends on the objectives
and capabilities of management.

The basic idea has

Jroven successtul and oeneficial to both trusts and
.:rustees.

It appears that funds will be used by trust

institutiocs to an even greater excent than they have
been in the pas�.
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